DELI BARBACK *Must be at least 18 years old to operate deli slicer*
Department Responsibilities







Participating in the daily setup, maintenance, and breakdown of the deli department
Arrange and maintain gran-n-go cases; apply first-in-first out (FIFO) to ensure products are fresh,
organized, and fully stocked at all times
Properly weigh portions and apply ingredient/pricing labels Follow portion guidelines to mix large
batches of soups, salsas, sauces, and other products
Safety utilize deli slicer to cut meats and cheeses; properly sanitize slice between uses
Properly record and log all temperatures, samples, demo products, and waste
Maintain a clean and safe work environment to ensure compliance with sanitation guidelines

Ideal candidate must be able to:





Work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
Lift up to 50lbs and push pulling carts up to 100lbs
Stand and walk 4-6hrs at a time
Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and reaching

DELI COUNTER CLERK *Must be at least 18 years old to operate deli slicer*













Participate in the daily setup, maintenance, and breakdown of the deli department
Maintain knowledge of all available deli products and ingredients; assist customers with
selections, answer questions, and promote department sales
Operate and sanitize slicers, knives, and other equipment in a safe and proper manner
Slice, weigh, package, and price deli meat and cheese products
Set up cold cases and ensure they are fresh, organized, and fully stocked at all times
Prepare sandwiches, grab-n-go products, and other items
Take customer orders and use scale to accurately measure quantities and determine pricing
Safely utilize deli slicer to cut meats and cheeses; properly sanitize slicer between uses
Rotate, stock, replenish, and merchandise all deli products
Follow portion guidelines, and properly record all samples, demo products, and waste
Communicate with management and kitchen staff to provide the best quality ingredients and
products
Maintain a clean and safe work environment

Ideal candidate must be able to:






Operate a commercial deli slicer
Work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
Lift up to 50lbs. and push pulling carts up to 100lbs.
Stand and walk for 4-6 hours at a time
Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and reaching
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BUTCHER COUNTER CLERK
Department Responsibilities













Cut, package, wrap, weigh, stamp, and price merchandise
Prepare butcher cases and ensure they are fresh and fully stocked at all times
Clearly label all products in butcher cases and refrigerators
Maintain proper temperature and humidity levels within coolers and/or freezers
Properly wash and sanitize cutting table between uses
Receive incoming products and perform quality control to ensure product freshness
Rotate, stock, and replenish products
Maintain knowledge on all available meat products; assist customers with selections and answer
customer questions
Promote products and sales and build customer relationships
Assist with breaking down department before closing; properly store and package products
Operate knives, heat wrappers, and other equipment in a safe and productive manner
Maintain a clean and safe work environment

Ideal candidate must be able to:





Work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
Lift up to 50lbs and push pulling carts up to 100lbs
Stand and walk 4-6hrs at a time
Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and reaching

GOURMET CLERK
Department Responsibilities







Demonstrate knowledge of gourmet, dairy, and beverage products
Package, weigh, price, and label merchandise for retail sale
Answer customer questions about merchandise, provide product recommendations, provide
excellent
customer service on a daily basis
Perform product rotation and restocking of merchandise
Help maintain accurate department signage and pricing
Operate ladders, pallet jacks, scales, and other equipment
Stock shelves, racks, cases, bins, and tables with new merchandise



Clean display cases, shelves, and aisle





Ideal candidate must be able to:





Operate a commercial deli slicer
Work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
Lift up to 50lbs. and push pulling carts up to 100lbs.
Stand and walk for 4-6 hours at a time



Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and reaching
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BAKERY CLERK
Department Responsibilities











Proactively engage customers to promote products, promotions, and sales
Arrange and merchandise cakes, pies, muffins, rolls, and other baked goods
Answer customers questions about baked goods, ingredients, and designs
Neatly box or wrap customers’ baked goods and
Ensure displays are filled with an assortment of fresh products and restock when necessary
Apply accurate ingredient tags and price tags to bakery products
Toast and cut bagels and other baked goods
Assist with maintaining the cleanliness of the bakery department
Verify that customers who have communicated food allergies are not sold products that could be
dangerous to their health

Ideal candidate must be able to:





Work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
Lift up to 50lbs and push pulling carts up to 100lbs
Stand and walk 4-6hrs at a time
Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and reaching

DELIVERY DRIVER
Department Responsibilities







Drive company vehicle to deliver food, plants, gift baskets, and other merchandise to Sickles
customers
Maintain accurate inventory of packages and materials
Load and unload delivery truck/van in a safe and timely manner
Pick up supplies from vendors and with the storage of materials
Inspect and monitor delivery vehicle; communicate with management regarding necessary vehicle
maintenance and repairs
Professionally represent Sickles brand through excellent interpersonal communication and customer
service skills

Ideal candidate must be able to:





Valid NJ Driver’s license with good standing record
Ability to work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
Lift up to 75 lbs. and push and pull carts up to 100 lbs.
Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and reaching
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GIFT DEPARTMENT ASSOCIATE
Department Responsibilities








Provide in-person and phone-based customer assistance for Sickles Market’s Gift & Essentials
Department
Work with sales managers and vendors to build a full scope of gift department product knowledge
Answer customer questions about merchandise, make product recommendations, promote sales,
and provide excellent customer service
Organize and maintain inventory and stockroom
Assist with receiving, unpacking, pricing, and preparing merchandise for the sales floor
Package and gift wrap products
Processes sales orders, returns and exchanges, and other transactions

Ideal candidate must be able to:





Work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
Lift up to 50lbs and push pulling carts up to 100lbs
Stand and walk 4-6hrs at a time
Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and reaching

GIFT BASKET CLERK
Department Responsibilities
 Utilize Sickles Market products to create unique, personalized, and custom gift baskets
 Guide customers in the collection of cheeses, breads, pastries, bakery items, produce, and
gifts through extensive product knowledge
 Effectively communicate with customers to ensure optimum customer service
 Display, rotate, and replenish stock as needed
Ideal candidate must be able to:
 Organize daily activity, manage time, and prioritize projects
 Work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
 Lift up to 25lbs. and push/pull carts up to 75lbs.
 Stand and walk for 4-6 hours at a time
 Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and
reaching

FLORAL DESIGNER
Department Responsibilities
 Provide in-person and telephone-based consultation on Sickles Market’s floral products and
services; take customer orders and answer questions
 Create floral designs ranging from single arrangements to large-scale floral displays
 Guide customers in the selection and creation of floral arrangements for weddings,
holidays, banquets, funerals, and other events
 Utilize sense of artistry and knowledge of different types of flowers to create appropriate
arrangements for each occasion
 Possess up-to-date knowledge and ensure availability of season-specific flowers
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FLORAL DESIGNER
Department Responsibilities continued…
 Assist in receiving and unpacking merchandise; verify packing slips for accuracy and
match to vendor invoices
 Check products for quality, count, and condition
Ideal candidate must be able to:
 Has prior floral experience
 Organize daily activity, manage time, and prioritize projects
 Work weekends, holidays, and other prime times of the business
 Lift up to 25lbs. and push/pull carts up to 75lbs.
 Stand and walk for 4-6 hours at a time
 Make frequent motions such as standing, walking, kneeling, squatting, bending, lifting, and
reaching
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